STARTING LINES

GEAR

MADE IN
THE
U.S.A.
American-crafted apparel
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runs strong and stays local.
BY ALLISON PATTILLO
MADE IN AMERICA
goes well beyond red, white
and blue—although those are
great colors! Runners can find
plenty of covetable performance
wear that’s made in U.S.
factories featuring technological
innovations, recycled fabrics
and fashion-savvy styling. Run
with American pride and make
Springsteen proud with the
following gear.
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1 Runyon Canyon

Signature Vintage 1932
Olympic Running Man shirt

$36, runyon.com // Los Angeles
Soft performance fabric feels
like your favorite old T-shirt and
features an original graphic
from the 1932 Olympic Games,
held in Los Angeles.
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2 Atayne Reduce Reuse Recycle
Run Long Sleeve REC T Elite

$45, atayne.com // Brunswick, Maine
A splash of tie-dye complements an eco-friendly message
on this tech shirt made from
recycled polyester.
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3 Tracksmith Longfellow Short

4 WSI Sports Microtech

Slider shorts

$23.50, wsisports.com // Eagan, Minn.
Tick off the miles in slim-fitting,
moisture-wicking, anti-microbial shorts that resist snags and
stay fresh-smelling.
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5 Melanzana Hard Face Hoodie

$136, melanzana.com // Leadville, Colo.
Stay toasty on invigorating
winter runs in a full-zip hoodie
that doubles as a jacket or
mid-layer.

6 Thorlo Maui Collection XCCU

Experia Multi-Activity Socks

$15, thorlo.com // Statesville, N.C.
These socks have just enough
zonal padding in the heel and
forefoot to keep feet happy on
long jaunts.

7 Goodhew Inspire Micro socks

$16, goodhew.com // Chattanooga, Tenn.
A blend of wool, bamboo, nylon and spandex create
a natural wicking, anti-microbial and long-lasting
sock with seamless toe design and arch support.

8 New Balance 990v3

$155, newbalance.com // Boston
New Balance has been making a portion of its
shoes in the U.S. for more than 100 years. Do your
feet and stride proud in these classic, Americanmade stability trainers that use dual-density
foam in the heel collar for enhanced comfort and
support.

Scott Draper

$90, tracksmith.com // Wellesley, Mass.
Don’t let the clean tailoring,
horn buttons and woven labels
deceive you—these wicking,
four-way stretch shorts are
meant for Central Park, the trail
and even the beach.
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